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Front 4K Ultra HD (3840 × 2160)
8 megapixel CMOS sensor
(4 times as many pixels as Full HD)

Cloud compatible
BlackVue Over the Cloud, a free* add-on service
enabling the following advanced features!

Zoom Clearly
Capture all the critical details
such as car license plates from
further away
Rear Full HD (1920 x 1080)
2 megapixel Sony Starvis sensor

Remote Live View
Remotely monitor your car in real
time from anywhere, anytime.

HEVC
High Efficiency Video Coding
(H.265) for best video compression

Receive notifications on your phone when
preset events occur. Great in combination with
BlackVue’s parking mode.

Dual-band WiFi
5GHz WiFi and sub-stream
technology for blazing fast wireless
experience
Adaptive Format Free
Improves recording stability and
requires less SD card formatting

GPS Tracking
Visualize on a map your car’s location and speed

Two-way Voice Communication
Talk with people in the car from your smartphone

BLA CKVUE Ov er the Cloud

Enhanced Night Vision
Outstanding low light performance
Event Files Protection
Prevents important files to
be overwritten

Protects the product from the harm
of over temperature

Video Backup
Back up videos to your phone or Cloud
storage. Live Auto-Upload: save Event files in
real time to the Cloud!

PROUDLY DISTRIBUTED BY :

WOW! GADGETS PTE LTD

Remote Video Playback
Play videos stored in the Cloud or in your
dashcam anytime on your smartphone or tablet

* Cloud service requires external Internet connection through mobile routers or other WiFi hotpots.
Learn more from www.blackvue.com.sg/over-the-cloud

WITH FILTER

CPL-FILTER 900

Driven by Innovations

BLA CKVUE Ov er the Cloud

WITHOUT FILTER

8, Boon Lay Way, #04-02, Tradehub 21, S(609964) | www.BlackVue.com.sg
E: sales@wowgadgets.com.sg | T: 6100 9691 | FB: www.facebook.com/BlackVueSG

SOUND ALARM

DROWSY DRIVING IS BAD AS DRUNK
DRIVING!
DONT RISK YOUR LIFE AT THE WHEEL.

STOP NOW!
WITH I-VUE DRIVER
MONITORING SYSTEM

LED ALARM
VIBRATION ALARM

BE ALERTED!
OF ALL DRIVER’S DROWSINESS AND
DISTRACTION.
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I-VUE’S HIGH-PERFORMANCE INFRARED CAMERA WITH REAL TIME DETECTIONS WHICH RECOGNIZES DROWSY BEHAVIORS OF DRIVER’S EYE
PUPILS & DISTRACTIONS FOR NOT LOOKING FORWARD.
I-VUE ALERTS THE DRIVER WITH ALARM SOUND, LED WARNING AND VIBRATION!
I-VUE PREVENTS TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS BY AVOIDING
DROWSINESS AND CORRECTING DISTRACTION.
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HAPPY EIGHT

We begin with a look back at what happened in the year we began REV
Magazine. Singapore hosted the first International Olympic Committeesanctioned event held in Southeast Asia - the Youth Olympic Games. The
Jack Neo scandal. Universal Studios Singapore as well as Marina Bay Sands
were opened. And yes, Orchard Road was flooded with water, not people.
And 2010 was the year construction stopped for first permanent racing
track.
Anniversaries are celebrated with numbing regularity by everyone, face
it, you certainly look towards your own anniversaries. Somewhere at the
back of your mind, is the countdown to the day your COE expires.
Eight years may seem like a long time does fly when you are having fun.
When we first began, our magazine journey was filled with many fresh
experiences. Now in our eight year, we have become more routine, and we
still obsessively cover every aspect of the automotive aftermarket).
We have features and stories that will, we always hope, inspire new blood
to take an interest in aftermarket motoring as a hobby and a lifestyle
- sometimes it’s real nice to be standing in a crowd when someone
suddenly comes up to you and asks if you have any spare copies of the
current issue on hand.
Because I have big ideas, it made it easier for me to identify the stuff I write
with the best impact and longest reach - taking some time off on a quiet
beach on Batam coupled with an exciting jetski session probably wasn’t
part of the reflection. In life, you’ll always be hit with failures - until the

p03_Rev97_content.indd 1

point that your continued success becomes a chore. .
Eight years isn’t really very long, of course. But it is certainly enough for
touchscreens, turbochargers, adaptive cruise control, better fuel economy,
and lower emissions plus higher performance to end the reign of the
manual gearbox. Then there is the flurry of work coming in through the
inbox, plus chasing leads through digital media, word-of-mouth, the reallife events, for opportunities and exciting new cars products to showcase...
... time is ripe for a complete engine rebuild. Before that, do enjoy the
selection of feature stories we have put together. The first FK8R to grace
REV, an old friend all-time favourite tuning car as well as the coolest
German we have ever met. Plus many firsts.
Enjoy the ride folks.

Signing off,
Krado Low

21/11/18 3:27 PM
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New Gear From
Wow Gadgets

For riders, Wow Gadgets is announcing the arrival of INNOVV, a dedicated
motorbike dashcam. Available is the C5, a single-channel model and the K2,
a dual-channel model. Shared features include IP Water rated for all weather
conditions, Wi-Fi connectivity, Sony Exmor R sensors and 1080 Full HD recording
capability.

Wow Gadgets, the official distributor for BlackVue dashcams in Singapore, has
announced a new range of accessories for your dashcam.
The Cellink NEX is a new slimmer secondary battery using the stable LiFePO4
(Lithium Iron Phosphate) to keep your BlackVue dashcam running for up to 23
hours in parking mode with just 40 minutes of charging. This new addition allows
more installation flexibility in cars with cramped dashboard spaces.

The K2 has GPS logging, parking mode, a higher memory capacity of 256gb and
records in the MP4 format, while the C5 has a maximum 128gb support and
records in TS format. Both cameras are permanently fitted options and can be
installed discreetly.
For more information, please visit www.blackvue.com.sg and www.innovv.com.sg.

Another new accessory is the Blackvue Polarizing Filter (CPL). This will reduce
glare and reflections which can affect recording quality especially with 4K highresolution settings.
Compatible for DR750S and DR900S series cloud dashcam, it is designed to
integrate with the BlackVue’s elegant design. The filter comes with an additional
UV coat, and only requires a slip-on installation.

compartment. All-round visibility has also been
considerably improved. The capacity of the luggage
compartment behind the rear seats is 370 litres – 29
litres more than in the preceding model. The boot
loading space is wider and the luggage compartment
floor is 11.5 cm longer.

A New Mercedes-Benz
Last Friday, Mercedes-Benz unveiled the new A-Class
at COMO Dempsey in an interactive showcase that
highlights how the brand’s hatchback offering
redefines modern luxury in the compact class and
revolutionises vehicle interior design. The true
essence of the A-Class was revealed through artistic
mirror installations bringing to life a completely new
customer experience that lies within.

p02_Rev97_News .indd 2

Two new four-cylinder petrol engines are available at
market launch. Innovations in the M 282 (up to 163
hp) include cylinder shutoff and the delta shape of
the cylinder head. The second new petrol engine is
the M 260 with a displacement of 2.0 litres, include
Camtronic for the intake camshaft. Both petrol engine
series have a particulate filter as standard.

In certain driving situations, it is able to drive semiautonomously for the first time, and Multibeam LED
headlamps are available optionally. Powered by new
and efficient petrol engines, the new A-Class retains
its sporty appearance and increases the utility value.

Amidst all the action, the new A-Class remained the
undoubted star of the show and dazzled the crowd
with its all-new features like the intuitive MBUX –
Mercedes-Benz User Experience, class-leading interior
design, and the slew of cutting-edge technologies.

More shoulder, elbow and headroom plus easier
access to the rear are clear benefits, as is the larger
and more family- and recreation-friendly luggage

Prices for the new A-Class start at $152,888 for the
A 200 Progressive, $157,888 for the A 200 AMG Line:
and $174,888 for the A 250 AMG Line.

20/11/18 9:29 PM
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i30N Has Arrived
Hot on the heels of the sleekest Hyundai (the i30 Fastback, launched last month),
another model has been added to the range, and this one is sure to get your
pulses racing: the Nurburgring-developed i30 N is now on sale in Singapore.
Having just cleared the homologation process with the Land Transport Authority,
local distributor Komoco Motors has quietly added the hottest Hyundai ever to its
lineup, at a price of $140,999 with Certificate of Entitlement.
The value proposition doesn’t just end with a great purchase price; ownership
costs should be relatively manageable too: the i30 N comes with seven years’ free
servicing, and a seven year/200,000km warranty.
Exact local specs have not been announced yet, but what we do know is this:

the version on sale here is the “base” model. Its 2.0-litre turbocharged four-pot
puts out 250 hp and 353 Nm of torque, and does 0-100km/h in 6.4 seconds.
Standard features include 18-inch wheels, different drive modes including a fully
configurable custom setting, and an infotainment with Apple CarPlay/Android
Auto.
Upping the fun factor for petrolheads is stability control that can be fully
deactivated, and a six-speed manual gearbox (a dual-clutch unit will be made
available eventually). Both variants feature launch control to go with it, shift lights
in the instrument cluster, and a rev matching feature that will blip the throttle
when you downshift.
The i30 hatch is just the first offering in what Hyundai plans will become a full
performance lineup. So far, the only other N models announced are the i30
Fastback and the North America-only Veloster N, although there has been talk in
the industry that a Kona N might also be forthcoming.

New Car Camera Can Monitor
Carbon Dioxide
Nefu is an in-car camera brand from South Korea, and
it has arrived in Singapore with the Nefu Plabo and
Nefu Rogard 2 two-channel full-HD dashcam. The
Nefu Plabo is able to record full-HD footage at 1080p
at 30fps for both front and rear cameras.
With a 145-degree front and 140-degree rear wide

p04_Rev97_News .indd 2

angle camera, it is the perfect tool for capturing
everything that happens on the road and around
your car. The Nefu Plabo also features Ultra Night
Vision Technology courtesy of a Sony Starvis image
sensor, for better clarity in low-light conditions. The
sensor also reacts to extreme light conditions during
the day, reducing glare and delivering superior video
quality, day or night.

The optional CO2 sensor feature measures carbon
dioxide levels in the vehicle cabin. It prevents any
instance of driving whilst having poor indoor air
quality, by giving out a warning when there is an
increase in carbon dioxide levels.
The low-power circuit design technology in the Nefu
Plabo prevents battery drainage, with the ability for
the user to set the ideal battery voltage for the in-car
camera to operate.
For those who require screens, the Nefu Rogard 2
Channel Full HD WiFi with up to 256gb capacity, has
a 3.5” LCD screen. Autopia is the distributor for Nefu
products in Singapore.
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HARMONY MOTOR (AMK & JURONG) PTE LTD

THE KOREAN CAR SPECIALIST

UPGRADE FOR SAFETYHYUNDAI & KIA ECU
PREVENTIVE UPGRADE
PROGRAMME

• Prevent highly likely breakdown of cars due to ECU failure •
• Especially for Hyundai Avante, i30, KIA Cerato Forte, Koup and Soul •
• 5 years warranty after Upgrade •
• $380 for a preventive upgrade and save $600 over a full replacement •

CONTACT US FOR ENQUIRIES!
Harmony Motor (Jurong) Pte Ltd
38 Toh Guan Road East,
#01-53 Enterprise Hub, S608581
T: 65830001 | F: 62688668 | E: jurong@harmony.com.sg
Hours: Mon-Fri: 9am - 6pm Sat: 9am - 5pm
FB: www.facebook.com/harmonyjurong
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Harmony Motor (AMK) Pte Ltd
Blk 10, Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 2A,
#02-12, AMK AutoPoint, S568047
T: 64822444 | F: 64822224 | E: amk@harmony.com.sg
Hours: Mon-Fri: 9am - 6pm Sat: 9am - 5pm
FB: www.facebook.com/harmonymotor
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Subaru Corporation (Subaru) has announced two worldwide recalls for
vehicles with possible valve springs defects and those with affected
multi-information displays.
Recall of vehicles with affected valve springs: The recall for those with
valve spring issues, involves vehicles manufactured from 16 January
2012 – 14 May 2013. The affected models are the 2013 Model Year (MY)
BRZ, 2013-2014 MY Legacy/Outback, 2012-2014 MY Forester and 20122014 MY Impreza/XV equipped with the FA20 engine or FB20 engine.
The move is a precaution against the possibility that under stress, the
valve springs in the affected engines may fracture. This could result in
an unusual noise coming from the engine, the engine stalling and not
being able to restart.
Motor Image customers across the region, including in Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand and
Vietnam will be notified about this recall. Affected customers to replace
the valve springs and related parts, free of charge.

Subaru Recall In
Singapore

Recall of vehicles with affected multi-information displays: At the
same time, Subaru has also announced a recall of the 2018MY Legacy/
Outback vehicles, manufactured before 1 August 2018, for potential
issues with multi-information displays. A programming issue may
lead to inaccuracies between what is shown on the multi-information
display, with regards to the amount of fuel left, and the actual drivable
distance left. Subaru is taking a precautionary measure to ensure that
information on the fuel gauge and the amount of drivable distance left
is accurate.
Motor Image customers across the region, including in Hong Kong,
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam will be
notified about this recall. It will work closely with affected customers to
update the software in the multi-information display, free of charge.

The Forester’s X-MODE function elevates driving
performance on more challenging terrain and can
be easily activated with a new dial-switch, for greater
convenience across different road conditions. The hill
descent control function also helps drivers maintain low
speed on downhill slopes.
Active Torque Vectoring enable drivers to control their
vehicles exactly as intended, for outstanding cornering
stability and hazard avoidances. Brakes are applied to
the inner wheels, distributing more torque to the outer
wheels when making sharp turns.

Fifth Gen
Forester
Arrives
Squint or your might miss it, the reengineered and
redesigned vehicle will showcase technological advances,
with a wide range of upgraded features for optimal
handling, maximum comfort and enhanced safety.

p06_07_Rev97_News.indd 2

The Forester is built on the new Subaru Global Platform
and features EyeSight Driver Assist Technology. Both are
key components of the four Subaru Core Technologies,
which include Subaru’s iconic Symmetrical All-Wheel
Drive and Boxer Engine.
The All-New Forester is built on the Subaru Global
Platform – a redesigned chassis delivering less shake, less
road noise and better handling. A new direct-injection
boxer engine powers the SUV, improving horsepower
while boosting fuel efficiency. A new continuously
variable transmission (CVT) with seven-speed manual
mode enhances acceleration and fuel efficiency.

The Forester is equipped with award-winning safety
features. A signature feature is EyeSight, an advanced
driver assist technology that includes automatic precollision braking, pre-collision throttle management,
adaptive cruise control, lead vehicle start alert, lane
departure and lane sway warning. Subaru Rear Vehicle
Detection (SRVD), also available in the Forester, uses
radar sensors installed on the rear of the vehicle to
detect objects and vehicles. Visual indicators light up if a
vehicle in the blind spot is detected, and when vehicles in
neighbouring lanes approach – helping boost the driver’s
awareness of his or her surroundings.
In Singapore, the All-New Forester will be available in
two variants: Subaru Forester 2.0i-L EyeSight and Subaru
Forester 2.0i-S EyeSight.

20/11/18 9:29 PM
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Eurokars Aftersales
Centre Oﬃcially
Opens
Eurokars Group has taken a definitive step into the future
of automotive after-sales services today with the official
opening of the Eurokars Aftersales Centre – its new
integrated after-sales facility which is fitted with stateof-the-art equipment and technology that will boost its
capabilities in providing advanced after-sales services.
Designed to enhance Eurokars Group’s value proposition
for its customers and redefine its after-sales services in the
new era, the Eurokars Aftersales Centre strives to propel
the luxury automotive experience to the next level. This
S$70 million and 430,000 square feet facility houses the
Group’s after-sales operations and serves as a hub for
repairs and maintenance; pre-delivery inspection; body
repair and spray painting, as well as the warehousing of
vehicles and parts.
Located at 27A Tanjong Penjuru, the state-of-the-art Eurokars
Aftersales Centre is serviced by the Ayer Rajah Expressway
and West Coast Highway, and is in close proximity to Eurokars
Group’s showrooms along the Leng Kee automotive belt.
Launched today through an Official Opening Ceremony that
is graced by Mr S Iswaran – the Minister for Communications
and Information, and Minister-in-charge of Trade Relations,
Ministry of Trade and Industry.

p06_07_Rev97_News.indd 3

Mr Karsono Kwee, Executive Chairman of Eurokars Group,
said: “At Eurokars Group, we pride ourselves on our
strong commitment to quality, excellence, and customer
satisfaction. That is the cornerstone of our mission and
vision. As part of our efforts to continuously elevate
our service standards and raise the benchmark of our
after-sales support for our customers, we have invested
in our future through the development of the Eurokars
Aftersales Centre. We have made every effort to develop
this facility to realise our goal of having a one-stop hub
whereby our customers can have all their after-sales
needs and service requirements met in one place.”
The Eurokars Aftersales Centre spans six storeys and
comprises the following facilities and operations:
Level 1: Porsche service reception; customer lounge;
workshop; pre delivery inspection centre, and high
voltage repair room; Mazda new car delivery suites, and
holding area for cars awaiting delivery.
Level 2: Mazda service reception; customer lounge;
workshop, and pre delivery inspection centre.
Level 3: Eurokars Training Centre; administrative offices,
and vehicle warehousing

Level 4: MINI pre delivery inspection centre; central parts
warehouse
Level 5: Eurokars Bodycare Centre
Level 6: Vehicle warehouse
Eurokars Group manages five iconic marques – Porsche,
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars, MINI, Mazda and McLaren. In
Indonesia, the group represents Porsche, RollsRoyce Motor Cars, Mazda, Maserati, 3M Automotive Film
products for the whole of Indonesia as well as BMW in
Western Jakarta. Within the region, the group owns a
Mazda dealership in Perth, and has a stake in a RollsRoyce dealership in Nanning, China.
The Official Opening of this new facility comes on the
heels of the Ground-breaking Ceremony of the Eurokars
Group Corporate Headquarters at Kung Chong Road in
Singapore which took place on 17 May 2017. Targeted for
completion by 2020, the future Eurokars Group Corporate
Headquarters in Singapore will be sized at 40,000 square
feet with a total built-up area of 100,000 square feet. Prior
to that, Eurokars Group Indonesia marked the Grand
Opening of the Eurokars Group Indonesia Headquarters
and Porsche Centre Jakarta in June 2017.
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AUDI BRAND EXPERIENCE
SINGAPOPRE 2018:
SHOWCASE DEBUTS
A6, A7, A8, Q8

AUDI SHOW AT MARINA BAY
SANDS DEBUTS FOUR NEW
MODELS IN SINGAPORE,
SHOWCASES FUTURE
TECHNOLOGY, CURRENT
MODEL RANGE AND MORE
TEXT DERRYN WONG
PHOTOS DERRYN WONG & AUDI

T

he Audi Brand Experience Singapore 2018 ran from
October 10 to 14, 2018 at Marina Bay Sands.
The event is, as the name suggests, a brand
showcase of more than 8,000 square meters in area,
and showed off present and future models, concepts,
features, and technology of the brand with the four rings.
Headlining the event were four new models that
are launching in Singapore, namely the A6 sedan, A7
Sportback grand tourer, A8 luxury limousine, and Q8
coupe-SUV, plus a preview of Audi’s first fully-electric
vehicle, the e-tron SUV.
The concepts cars on show included the Audi
Aicon, Audi elaine, Audi e-tron Gran Turismo Vision.
The other big draws were: A 30-minute live brand
show that delved into the current model range, various
concept cars that display Audi’s efforts in electrification,
future mobility, and artificial intelligence.

p08_09_Rev97_Event_Audi Brand.indd 28
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AUDI Q8 TFSI 3.0 QUATTRO $369,300 WITH COE
(TOP LEFT, GOLD)
3.0-litre V6 turbocharged, 340hp, 500Nm
0-100km/h TBC, top speed TBC, 8.0L/100km
As reported previously on CarBuyer.com.sg the Q8 is
Audi’s answer to the likes of the BMW X6 and MercedesBenz GLE Coupe, that is the new breed of coupe-like,
large-sport utility vehicles (SUVs).
It’s similar to the current Q7 mechanically, but has
more obvious coupe-touch points, such as the more
slender roofline, a lower and wider stance, the shapely
rear end with a full-width light bar and black insert
referencing the original Audi quattro.

AUDI A8 3.0 TFSI QUATTRO $437,479 WITH COE
(LEFT, IN BLUE)

3.0-litre V6 turbocharged, 340hp, 500Nm
0-100km/h 5.7 seconds, top speed 250km/h, 8.2L/100km
The flagship of Ingolstadt packs high technology, so
much so that its abilities can appear almost magical at
times. We’ve test driven the A8 locally though, and as
expected it does lack the AI functions previewed, but
it still is a very capable luxury limousine. Audi also says
that its AI suspension, which basically makes bumps
of any sort non-existent, will be offered as an option in
2019.

AUDI A6 3.0 TFSI QUATTRO $TBC

3.0-litre V6 turbocharged, 340hp, 500Nm
0-100km/h 5.1 seconds, top speed 250km/h, 6.9L/100km
The A6 sedan has always had a tough struggle against
the established Mercedes-Benz E-Class and BMW 5
Series, but the eighth-gen A6 packs much of the technofirepower of its brother, the A8. We drove the car earlier
this year at its international debut in Portugal and came
away impressed saying “Such a vastly competent car
could spell eighth-time lucky for Audi in the big sedan
leagues.”

AUDI A7 SPORTBACK 3.0 TFSI QUATTRO
$370,500 WITH COE

3.0-litre V6 turbocharged, 340hp, 500Nm
0-100km/h 5.3 seconds, top speed 250km/h, 7.3L/100km
Before the Q8 appeared, Audi already had a great
‘coupe-that’s-not-a-coupe’ in the form of the A7
Sportback. By now you know the drill: We’ve tested
the A7 overseas, the new version runs on the MLB Evo
platform, with the latest 3.0 V6, dual touchscreens for
the new MMI Touch Response system, and capable
driving dynamics.
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Civic Type R: Beyond Perfection
TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS PETER LEE

“I

n many ways, the world’s fastest FWD production
car has a lot of shout about. It is the most
advanced and fastest car Honda has ever made.
It has a cult following since the very first Civic
Type R which is the EK9. And it also spawned an
entire market of performance upgrades, racing series
as well as worried law enforcement officers.
What once had to be whispered within the
automotive circle, Honda’s two litre VTEC engine is
arguably the heart and soul of the new Civic Type R.
While we will always cherish the last great NA CTR for
the sheer involvement - there is another important
fact. The Civic Type R is the most exciting new
Japanese sports car currently. There is no new Evo,
and the new WRX is barely exciting. NSX? Maybe. No
one will actually know.
Being the most advanced Honda, this Civic Type R is
also designed to be sensible on the road - until it met
a very hardcore owner who only wants the R+ button
switched on perpetually.
A set of US-sourced Fortune Auto hand-built coilovers
found their way into the Type R, which feature
Concave Flow Digressive technology pistons which
can accomodate a 8kg spring rate range. The choice of
coilovers was to make the most of the wide artificial
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spring rate adjustment range - which translates to
a stiffer ride on the track while maintaining some
comfort and dignity for regular road use.
The book of tuning cars always says bigger tyres are
better, not in this case. The stock 20-inch wheels
made way for smaller, Volk racing TE37 Saga in 18inch and for good reason too. 20-inch wheels and
tires are awful for daily driving.
The problem is finding the crazy high offset of +60
offset to keep torque steer to a minimum and not
smash into the brembo brake calipers. With the
slight concave face and X-Factor brake clearance
allowances, the TE37 Saga was one of the lightest
options that could slot cleanly into the Type R.
Reason two: 20 inch high performance tyres are still
rare and crazy expensive. Go ahead and google for
245/30R20 tyres, you’ll be surprised at what other
cars use the same size (hint: R8 and Huracan). So it’s
logically and financially better off getting smaller, but
wider tyres for the super sticky performance. Here, we
have Bridgestone’s track-proven RE71-R 265/35R18
tyres.
Any track enthusiast will never skimp on the brakes,
even with original Brembos. The Girodisc system is

21/11/18 12:32 PM
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a direct replacement for the OE disc and are lighter to
reduce rotational and unsprung weight. Project Mu “super
graphite metallic” pads for extremely high fade resistance
and brake bite, with HEL stainless steel reinforced braided
hose add up to unquestionable brake performance at any
time.
The second Civic Type R to get a turbo powerplant, and
it’s still pretty much in the experimental stage, since
the K20C1 was born barely 3 years ago. With basic
modifications such as the PRL intercooler and a HKS
charge pipe, the Type R responded to the removal of
intake restrictions with plenty of responsiveness, whoosh
and turbo howls.
There is still more to gain if one chooses to crack open
the K20C1 and replace the internals, but considering how
much one can do with 300-ish horses, the long, arduous
process of tuning and re-tuning is not at the top of the
to-do list (yet).
One can still improve on the factory with some bolt on
modifications to improve the performance. Granted, it
makes a small difference, but for the world’s fastest FWD
car doing a mind-blowing Sepang lap, why be fast - when
you can be faster?

Honda Civic Type R
Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling

7

5

6

8

7

ENGINE
PRL intercooler
HKS charge pipe
Dei Thermal Titanium Exhaust Wrap
Invidia R400 downpipe and exhaust (track use)
UNDERCARRIAGE
Cusco front strut bar
Volk Racing TE37 Saga 18”
Bridgestone RE71-R 18/265/35
Girodisc Rotors
Project Mu brake pads
HEL steel braided hose
Fortune Auto 510 racing coilovers

..the most exciting new
Japanese sports car..
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

UNDERCARRIAGE:
Cusco front strut bar
Volk Racing TE37 Saga 18”
Bridgestone RE71-R 18/265/35
Girodisc Rotors
Project Mu brake pads
HEL steel braided hose
Fortune Auto 510 racing coilovers
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INTERIOR:
Defi ZD digital gauge
EXTERIOR:
Aeroflow dynamics canards
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CHOOSE PIRELLI AND TAKE CONTROL.

P ZERO™ SOFT

P ZERO™ MO

DIFFERENT TYRES, SAME TECHNOLOGY.
CHOSEN BY TOP MOTORSPORT SERIES AND BEST CAR MAKERS.
FOLLOW THEIR LEAD.

SIDEBYSIDE_MERC_vert_REV.indd 1
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Gofaster,stopquicker,turnbetter&enjoyimprovedperformancewiththeseproducts!

1.

Neuton NT512

The NT 512 ultra high performance all-weather tyre features
a bio-mimetic willow-leaf design and wide grooves for
enhanced water drainage and handling. The asymmetric
design with side shoulder blocks, increases contact area
during steering which improves handling and traction. It
uses an advanced silica formulae as well as a nano-carbon
black formula to lower the rolling resistance. It is available
from 15-20 inches with a profile range of 35-50.
YHI Singapore - www.yhiautomotive.com.sg

33.

VP Street Legal
Synthetic Dexos1
Gen 2 Motor Oil

Formulated with select synthetic base oils and a
state-of-the-art additive system, it delivers trusted
engine protection and peak vehicle performance.
Synthetic Dexos Motor Oil provides added resistance
to sludge formation and varnish deposits during
stop-and-go driving and maintains outstanding
wear protection under severe driving conditions.
Best Chemical Co Singapore www.best-chemical.com

5.

Sparco Sky
RF-7W

The Sky RF-7W has a carbon fiber outer shell reinforced
with layers of carbon-Kevlar. Multiple exterior vents
increase circulation to a redesigned interior with
additional channels to route air towards the visor
which reduces fogging. Premolded to accommodate
drink tubes and an intercom system. Hans compatible,
FIA 8859-2015 and Snell SA2015 approved.
Miki Marketing - www.mikimarketing.com

7.

Bridgestone Potenza RE71R

Tuned for maximum handling
on the track and engineered
to deliver faster lap times, this
semi-slick tyre features a newly
developed tread compound
that increases contact with the
road surface. The unique design
features maximum shoulder
stiffness and provides constant
rubber-to-road contact during
extreme cornering.

2.

Wagner Tuning
Intercooler

This high performance intercooler core
provides a larger frontal area and more volume
compared to the stock mounted intercooler.
Increased intercooler core size and efficiency,
as well as improved the endtank design
removes any OEM bottlenecks, resulting in
increased flow rating and charge cooling
properties.
Monster Tune - 8333 1487

4.

Enkei SP77

New to Enkei’s SUV/Crossover lineup, the SP77
features a split spoke design which extends
to the edge of the wheel for the bigger look.
Finished in Gloss Black Full Polish. Created
using the latest cutting edge technologies in
wheel design and manufacturing, it is light and
YHI Singapore - www.yhiautomotive.com.sg

6.

HKS Legamax Premium
(Toyota CH-R Hybrid) k
Racing

Beautiful dual titanium exhaust for a clean,
sporty look. Eliminating the rough design of a
stock muffler, Legamax Premium gives a car a
very clean look with its dual titanium exhaust
tips. The muffler looks very stylish, and the
sound is very subtle. It is not extensively loud
but it will add a powerful note to your CH-R.
Fong Kim Exhaust System Pte Ltd - 6844 4281

8.

Hardrace
Sway Bars

Reduce the body roll with a sway bar upgrade. It is affordable, and allows
for fine-tuning for handling. Hardrace sway bars are made with high-quality
chromoly seamless steel alloy, tempered and shot-peened to enhance their
durability. They are designed to be direct bolt-on replacement with OEM
mountings for easy installation. It is available for most car makes and models
Hardrace Singapore - 9734 8015

Bridgestone Tyre Singapore - www.bridgestone.com.
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GADGETS & GIZMOS
1.

Semi Auto Car
Sunshade Tent

Pamper your ride with the latest parts in the market
Meguiar’s
X3003 Grit
Guard

2.

Effectively shading the sun, this helps
to reduce interior temperature. The car
tent cover also keeps your car away from
acid rain,bird droppings and small falling
branches. It uses soft TPU rubber soft
suction cups to ensure the stability of the
car shade and avoids damage to paint.
Designed with four adjustable windproof
ropes.

This is a radial grid that sits in the bottom of
the wash bucket. The grid acts as a washboard
removing abrasive grit from your wash mitt.
Featuring a four quadrant isolation chamber,
dirt and debris settle to the bottom reducing
contamination of your wash mitt and car
wash solution. Wash solution remains cleaner
longer and your paint is protected from swirl
inducing abrasives

Steve & Leif - 8263 9046

3.

Hypercoat Enterprise Pte Ltd 9621 7712

Soft99 Ultra Glaco Rain
Repellent
Ultra durable glass coating with the latest technology
fluoride treatment (PAT-P). It can withstand friction wiping,
dust and car wash detergents. It lasts six times longer than
conventional coating agents. The water repellency lasts up
to 1 year.

4.

5.

IK Foam 1.5L
Sprayer

Achieve a snow/foam wash without a having
to purchase a high pressure washer. Uses less
detergent/cleaner per wash and allows more
efficient cleaning by allowing the detergent
solution stay on long. Bubbly foam effect
helps to minimise scrubbing action. Comes
with three mixers for three types of foam
spray.
Goizper Asia Pte Ltd - 6872 1618

Ducatus Engine
Protector

Ducatus additives are environmentally-friendly
and resource-efficient which are essential
to provide a continuous boost to engine
performance. The Engine protector is the
ultimate oil treatment with race-spec additives.
It improves power, enhances wear protection
and reduces vibration. One can is enough to
treat up to 5 litres of fresh motor oil.
UTS Automotive – 6844 2806

p16_Rev97_Parts.indd 16

Sharp Ion
Generator IG-GC2E

High density Plasmacluster technology meets sleek
design. Strong performance of removal of viruses,
adhered mold in addition to suspended mold, odors
and allergens. Quiet normal operation, with a Turbo
Mode (Quick Clean Mode) which eliminates odors in a

Sharp Singap Concorde Auto Accessories - 6292 0087

7.
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Sharp Singapore - www.sharp.com.sg

6.

3M Quick Headlight
Clear Coat

A fast, easy solution for adding a clear
UV-resistant coating to slightly-yellowed
headlights and other plastic lenses, improving
and extending their clarity. Each box contains
two Clear Coat Wipes and one 3M Trizact 3000grit abrasive disc. It can also be applied to new
automotive lenses.
3M Singapore– www.3m.com.sg

8.

DrArtex Red
Wind

Designed to be installed in standard car door seals, it helps to
prevents air leakage to maintain integrity of the air-conditioning.
This also helps to seal dust from being sucked into the car.
Benefits include the reduction in whistling noises caused by
air leakage around the door, significant reduction in ambient
RF Electronics - 6316
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MOVING
FORWARD

B-SEGMENT SUPERIORITY!
TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

T

he Toyota Vios might come across to the majority as a
practical mode of transport with fuss-free ownership
prospects. Indeed, judging by the sheer number of Vios
roaming our local streets, it has proven to be a default
choice for families here.
So why do we champion a cheap family car as one of the
darlings of the tuning industry? First, it was affordable.
Secondly, it had very decent performance which brings
us to its big trump card: its low weight. Now try to think
of another car in the recent years that could bring all
of that together? If you ask us, it’s the four door familyfriendly successor of past tuning legends, the light, fast and
incredibly addictive Civic EG.
Once you get past the stigma of sedans-are-boring, the stock
Vios comes with a look that does not raise suspicion. Tuning
companies soon realized that the best selling car in South East
Asia is a huge market (and arguably, continues to be one of the
better selling budget sedans today). Really, there is no aspect of
the Vios you can’t modify at all.
Curing the Vios soft, family oriented ride was one of the focus
areas to get this ride to be competitive. A stiff, racy ride quality
thanks to the XYZ coilovers with a revised spring rate and strut
bars which give the car exceptional road feel without being
completely crashy over bumps on the road.
The engine breathes better with a custom made intake manifold
with an enlarged throttle body for extra flow. Other mods to the
intake include a simple-as-you-like drop in filter, but it’s the exhaust

p18-19_Rev97_FeatureCar_Vios.indd 10

where things get interesting, there is nothing like going wild with
aplomb with the “best” LTA approved muffler you can buy.
With some tuning, getting away from haters was quickler, over the
drone of a four pot though the unnecessarily large exhaust. We
like. Even at idle, the bassy note is highly addictive, it remains so
throughout the rev range, announcing its arrival at the top end with
a loud BAAWW.
Personalizing this ride, is a nicely-weighted gear knob. Braking
was pretty strong too, even with the stock calipers, thanks to the
Nbrake pads which do bite with gusto.
At least it isn’t going overboard, while most of the interior is in
the dull grey, the interior has been spruced up with soft toys
around the cabin, with several propped against the gauges. Defi’s
Clubsport package serves the crucial roles of providing additional
values which the stock instrument cluster can’t provide, such as
the coolant and oil temperature and pressure!
Like any project car, the build process is never really done. Even
though it feels fast, the car is still in a constant tuning stage - to
max out the current components before the planned upgrade of
larger injectors and a piggy back computer..
Right off the factory, the Vios might not be the most potent
vehicle, but with a couple of sensible enhancements, it could
very well transform to one that delivers more performance
than expected in its segment. This is testament to the fact
that mainstream cars can be reworked for stunning looks and
performance!
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... THERE IS NO ASPECT
OF THE VIOS YOU CAN’T
MODIFY AT ALL …

TOYOTA VIOS
Engine

Aerodynamics

7

6

Cockpit
Dressup

7

Uniqueness

Handling

8

8

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

ENGINE
HKS silent exhaust
K&N drop in air filter
K&N breather filter
Custom intake manifold with 90mm throttle body
XYZ coilovers
China made cold air intake pipe

p18-19_Rev97_FeatureCar_Vios.indd 11

UNDERCARRIAGE
Rear ultra racing strut bar
TRW slotted front disc rotor
Nbrake front high temp front brake pads
HEL steel braided brake hose
Custom coloured ultra racing front 4 point
strut bar by (7 angelz)
INTERIOR
Blox weighted gear knob
Defi ZD gauge club sport package
EXTERIOR
Hella horn
Custom wrap and racing decals
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RUNNING
CIRCLES
Toyota Spiral Run
2018
TEXT KRADO LOW
PHOTOS TOYOTA SINGAPORE

T

oyota, Singapore’s top-selling car
brand, set the record for Singapore’s
very first Spiral Run, awarded
by the Singapore Book of Records.
Commemorating the brand’s new home at
the 11-storey Inchcape Centre, the Spiral
Run saw a turnout of 1,426 participants,
of which 252 participants took part in the
competitive segment. Each competitive
participant needed to cover a vertical
ramp distance of 1.1km.
Ms. Jasmmine Wong, Managing Director
of Inchcape Singapore said, “At Toyota,
we are constantly striving to exceed our
limits and set new records, so we are
thrilled to ambitiously host Singapore’s
first ever Spiral Run. By opening up this
centre, we hope to give the public a
behind-the-scenes look into the significant
investments and meticulous processes we
have in place to ultimately deliver topnotch quality and peace of mind for all
vehicle owners, something unique to an
authorised dealer.”
“More than a run, this event is primarily
to show appreciation to all our customers
and the community who have given us

p20_21_Rev97_Event borneo vert run.indd 17

tremendous support and helped us get to
where we are today.”
Held on 12 November, the Toyota Spiral
Run 2018 is an effort by the brand to give
back to society by pledging S$88,000 to
the charities supported by Community
Chest, a non-profit organisation that
channels resources to the social service
sector in Singapore.
Mr. Phillip Tan, Chairman, Community
Chest added, “We are delighted that
Borneo Motors (Singapore) has leveraged
this inaugural record event to give back
to the community. On behalf of our 80
supported charities, we would like to
thank Borneo Motors (Singapore) for their
gracious contribution and look forward to
our continued partnership to empower the
lives of the social service users we serve.”
Mr. Ong Eng Huat, Founder and President
of Singapore Book of Records said, “We
are thrilled to see companies such as
Borneo Motors (Singapore) championing
CSR initiatives which not only bring
communities together but help raise
donations to a charity close to their hearts.
It is with great pleasure that we can award
Borneo Motors (Singapore) the record for
holding Singapore’s first ever Spiral Run!”
For the competitive run, among the 252
participants, 17-year old Mr. Aldrich Goh
emerged the winner in the male category

21/11/18 12:41 PM
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Understated Speed Beauty

T

he Volkswagen Scirocco was always the quiet sibling.
Being so closely related to the original Golf, the
Scirocco has always been the car that made VW cool
- Even today, flipping through the VW’s line-up, the
Scirocco’s shapely figure stands out in the page full of boxy
SUVs and crossovers.
With the closest competition being the three-door Golf, the
Scirocco is far more apt at attracting the young crowd to it
with beautiful aesthetics and performance. Sure, one can go
straight for the “R” variant, or go for one step lower, the 2.0 litre
option and spec it up with some serious firepower that would
even make the R wet with jealousy.
A hybrid turbo mates two distinct designs together to give
the best of both worlds, a quick engine response and more
power. A new blow off valve and air intake aids the new turbo
setup by removing the intake restriction which translates to
much more responsive acceleration. That’s not all, part of the
naturally aspirated response is down to the new piping, as
well as the higher flow rate of the intercooler - but wait, there
is more!
Fitted with a low-resistance cat-back exhaust system, the
way the engine responds to the throttle inputs with almost
instantaneous growl. Tuned by the finest in the industry, it is
undoubtedly one of the nicest revving TSI’s we have come
across - we heard it’s well north of 400 horses.

p22_23_Rev97_Feature car_scirocco.indd 10

TEXT KRADO LOW
PHOTOS PETER LEE

Go-fast bits without compromising on usability and safety,
which is why Carcreed’s project car also underwent a safety
course: Starting with the suspension, the comfort oriented
shocks were traded for a firmer sporty Bilstein B12 kit,
marrying both performance as well as practicality. This formed
the best compromise as it offered the desired lowered look
as well as functionality on the move. Not to mention, killer
humps which would make any owner or body kit screech in
horror are a thing of the past - this car has to ferry the man
and his family around!
Carcreed’s custom big brake kit with sport pads, chassis braces
as well as a Whiteline anti-lift kit were installed to aid in reining
the wild horses, which now allows the car to receive the
greatest gift: Nice big wheels to fit over the brakes and sticky
rubber to keep it firmly planted on the road.
Of course, no one will ever mistake this Scirocco for any other
‘Roc on the road. The visually attractive carbon bonnet and
rear wing are blended into the entire car’s stealthy matte black
paint - plus the bumper from a less powerful version, the
Scirocco R - well, if it is fast, it should look fast too, right?
Blending obscene power with a relatively tame look makes
this one helluva daily drive. With well-thought of parts
and tweaks, it is testament that one need not sacrifice
performance for that bit of style. A great garage knows exactly
what is needed to make a good car even better - this is proof!
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...MAKE THE R WET
WITH JEALOUSY...
VW SCIROCCO
Engine

Aerodynamics

8

8

Cockpit
Dressup

6

Uniqueness

Handling

7

8

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

ENGINE
Loba Motorsports LOCO-04 Turbo
Wossner forge pistons
forge Motorsports BOV
MST Air Intake
in-house Upsize Intercooler
LTA Approved Remus Exhaust cat back system
R8 coil packs
Eurosports Custom Tuned to 425bhp
mocal Oil cooler
UNDERCARRIAGE
Bilstein B12 Sports Kit
Ultra Racing front/mid/rear 4 point brace
UR rear boot brace
Whiteline anti lift kit
CarCreed In-house 6pot bbk with 355mm
cross drill Rotors.
Vossen Sports Rim
Michelin PS4S
INTERIOR
DTE pedalbox throttle control
Greddy boost gauge
Red Fibre optic linings.
EXTERIOR
Roc R bumper
CF Bonnet
CF cup spoiler
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SOUND UNLEASHED.
Upsize your sound with Pioneer’s latest A-Series speakers, subwoofer and smartphone enabled processor. Pioneer’s
Universal Sound Processor and Sound Tune app incorporate a more enhanced, customisable sound performance for
your car. Experience a sound that will blow you away. Feel the power. FEEL THE DETAILS.
www.pioneercarsound.com

facebook.com/PioneerCarEntertainment

Pioneer Sound Tune App available for iOS and Android

PIONEER ELECTRONICS ASIACENTRE PTE. LTD. 2 Jalan Kilang Barat, #07-01 Singapore 159346 Tel: +65 6378 7777
Do not use your Pioneer system if doing so will divert your attention in any way from the safe operation of your vehicle. Always observe safe driving rules. In some countries, certain operations of devices while driving may be illegal. Where such regulations apply, they must be obeyed. Pioneer Multimedia Receivers are compatible with selected Android and iPhone smartphones only. Compatibility
with Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, AppRadio Mode +, AppRadioLIVE and third-party applications varies by the iPhone/ Android models and their software versions. Android Auto may not be available on all devices and is not available in all countries or regions. Bluetooth® functionality requires a compatible Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone. AppRadio LIVE requires a Pioneer AppRadio Mode
compatible in-dash receiver. Specific models vary by region. Certain Bluetooth features may not be supported by all compatible Bluetooth-enabled devices, and/or the functionality of such features may be limited in certain devices or by certain wireless carriers. Pioneer does not guarantee compatibility with all USB mass storage devices and assumes no responsibilities for any loss of data on
media players, smartphones, or other devices while using the receiver. FLAC Codec support are for the files stored in USB thumb drive. Playback capability for various content may change. The maximum playback resolution is 840 x 480 varied by model. Selected compatible codec* with USB devices are not compatible with Full HD playback. Require accessories and cables sold separately. Products
shown are for illustration only. Actual product/s may vary. All product information is correct at time of publishing. For details, please check with your local authorised dealer.

www.pioneer-carglobal.com/avh/en/z/
www.pioneer.com.sg

AppRadioLIVE, AppRadio, PIONEER and MIXTRAX are registered trademarks of Pioneer Corporation. Apple, iPod, iPhone, CarPlay and the CarPlay logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android, Android
Auto, and other marks are trademarks of Google Inc. The Android robot is reproduced or modified from work created and shared by Google and used according to terms described in the Creative Commons 3.0 Attribution License.
BLUETOOTH is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. SPOTIFY and the Spotify logo are among the registered trademarks of Spotify AB. Compatible mobile digital devices and premium subscription required,
where available, see http://www.spotify.com. Waze is a registered trademark of Google Inc. All other brands, product names, or logos may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

Authorised Dealers

North

AutoTrend Enterprise
Choon Chong Auto Co.
Chuan Sing Auto Accessories
Express Motion Pte Ltd
JL Sim Lim Auto A/C Accessories
Knight Auto Accessories
Nam Huat Auto Accessories
RST Auto Accessories
TS Auto Accessories & Trading

empty.indd 1

Tel: 6253 3333
Tel: 6459 8068
Tel: 6280 2822 / 6459 1811
Tel: 6453 4522
Tel: 6282 6180
Tel: 6754 3616
Tel: 6454 2262
Tel: 6456 5108
Tel: 6851 6090 / 6339 3721

West

Autobacs Venture (S) Pte Ltd
Hai Wee Enterprise
Nam Huat Auto Accessories

Tel: 6749 5600
Tel: 6566 5983
Tel: 6566 2080 / 6316 3373

East

Autobacs Venture (S) Pte Ltd
Chop Yong Moh
Foon Audio Garage
King's Way Sound Garage
Leader Automobile Workshop
New Concord Auto Parts Trading Co.
New Generation Auto Sound Enterprise
Sin Hoe Whatt Auto Accessories
Xtremez Audio Accessories Pte Ltd

Tel: 6749 5600
Tel: 6344 1854
Tel: 6841 2773
Tel: 6748 9993 / 6749 9993
Tel: 66358338
Tel: 6742 8769
Tel: 6348 6220
Tel: 6288 7580
Tel: 6841 6882

Central

Singtrade Marketing & Services Pte Ltd
Xtremez Audio Accessories Pte Ltd

Tel: 6354 2853
Tel: 6276 8826
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Urive HIT - $448
- Front & Rear HD (1080x720)
- 3.5 inch touch screen LCD with PIP
- Parking Mode function
- 30 fps with PIP

Albatross IV
Urive Albatross IV - $698
- Front & Rear Full HD
- 4 inch touch screen LCD with PIP
- Parking Mode function
- 30 fps with PIP
- LDWS & FCWS Function

Urive A5 - $358
- Front HD - Rear VGA
- Parking Mode function
- 3.5” Touch Screen
- 30 fps with PIP

Like us on Facebook @ Urive Singapore!
Website: www.urive.co.kr
Email: urivesg@gmail.com
Contact: 8668-7700
Address: 65 Ubi Road 1 #02-78
Oxley Bizhub S(408729)

Alcoholiday.indd 46
Rev80_urive.indd
1

All prices quoted are before installation & GST if applicable.
Register Your Urive Blackbox Warranty at www.aimnet.com.sg
Warranty is valid when installed by Authorized dealers.
Optional GPS is available for all models
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NORWEGIAN
EMMA FINALS 2018
This year’s Norwegian EMMA finals was held as part of the Oslo Motor Show from the 26th
to 28th of October. It is the largest indoor car show in Norway with approximately 40,000
visitors.The EMMA finals was held from 25th October onwards, right until 28 October.
ESPL measurements and SQ judging were underway for the three days, with intense
competition from audiophile-grade mobile media haulers. ESQL finals was conducted
for the first time, which drew in the crowds as expected, as the visual aspect proved to be
the entertaining factor. According to participants, it was rather pleasant to have the event
indoors, given that the temperature was hovering around 5 degrees celsius. But we locals
will know that we’d have an outdoor event any time of the day, only if we can get these icecold temperatures in Singapore!

CARMEDIAWORLD
2018

From 1st to the 9th of December, Messe Essen will once again make room for tuning and lifestyle. This
is no bad thing at all, as it paves the way to create a more festival-like atmosphere. Visitors of the 51st
Essen Motor Show will be treated to no less than 500 exhibitors. Motorsport, classic cars and automotive
accessories will be on-site for petrolheads. In addition to rims, body kits and lighting displays, the topic
of music and entertainment will be in the limelight this year. Once again perfectly placed in the entrance
area of the new Hall 8, exhibitors at CarMediaWorld will entertain visitors with the latest audio and
infotainment components for retrofitting.
Audio System, ESX, Gladen, Dynavin, JVC Kenwood, HiFonics, JL Audio, Musway, Pioneer, and Rockford
Fosgate will make high fidelity, connectivity and digitalization in the car a thrilling experience. Visitors
will also find a broad range of sound and feature-loaded vehicle concepts. With technologies for DAB +
reception, HD audio streaming, OEM sound tuning and classic car audio concepts, audiophiles will get
their money’s worth! It might be a long shot, but you might want to make a detour for this event during
your Europe trip!
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FESTIVE CHEER

FESTIVE CHEER

Mobile media magic to usher in the holiday season
TEXT GERALD YUEN PHOTOS PETER LEE MODEL MIKI SZE
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T

oyota’s Harrier can often be seen as the preferred hauler
for family duties, given its user-friendly ergonomics,
comfort-oriented setup and pleasant aesthetics. A safe
choice, but those who want more personalisation will be
glad to learn of countless possibilities to customise their SUV. For
audiophiles, the Harrier is definitely a good option, with more
than ample interior space to fit sound systems of their choice.
This example shows us why the Harrier’s versatility can appeal to
music lovers - the perfect “weapon” of choice to celebrate yearend festivities!
There is a hint of elegance whenever this Harrier makes its
rounds on local tarmac, primarily attributed to its matte white
hue. A brave move, but lets reserve our judgement until
inspecting what is beneath the paintwork - a full-fledged mobile
media machine with intricate personalisation awaits! This Harrier
we are reviewing belongs to Shawn, and this is his first ICE
system. It was installed by Han Revolution.
Shawn finally made the decision to go for a full ICE setup, but
with a budget in mind. This time, the challenge lies on Eric, the
owner of Han Revolution located in North Star, to deliver the
magic touch. As they are also EMMA trained judges, Eric thought
that it is a good idea to challenge themselves using this ride for
Heat 2 of EMMA Singapore Championship 2018.
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Upon taking over the keys from Shawn, they started
using Alphard Damping material to reinforce the two
front doors with 2.0mm thickness in the inner door,
and 4.0 double rigid on the panel holding the mid bass.
Double Rigid is a very unique and special damping
material, which makes the panel very tough and sturdy
upon application. Sound proof application is one of the
most important factors in setting up a proper sound
quality system. If the application is not up to par, the
speaker cannot perform to its maximum potential.
The Venom and Micro Precision combination was
used for the very first time in Singapore. Many will
know about Micro Precision here in Singapore as it
is a reputable multiple award winner from previous
EMMA competitions. Venom is an upcoming product
and definitely a rising star - it boasts a range of
quality products at very reasonable prices, with great
connectivity along with high resolution devices.
From the dash, you will be able to notice an 11-inch
Android source unit in the centre console. This allows
Shawn to play almost any kind of files irregardless of
audio or video. Inside the centre console hides the
all-new Venom VHR-1 High Res player. This superb
unit is connected directly to the Venom VPR4.6MKII,
a Processor with a built-in 6-channel amplifier with a

power of 4x40watts and 2x120watts. These 6 channels
power the Micro Precision 7-5-7 series speakers. The 7
series tweeter and 5 series midrange sits in a customised
A pillar and the 7 series midbass sits in the original door
panel position.
In the trunk, you will be welcomed by a decent and
simple looking display of plexiglass work with the
Venom purple LEDs. A custom sealed enclosure
was made below the plexiglass to house the Venom
VX10D subwoofer. Powering this small monster is the
VL1000.1D mono block amplifier. Yes, this car was
victorious in Heat 2 of EMMA Singapore Championship
2018 in the E1500 category. Great work by Han
Revolution!
Listening to your favourite hits in the Harrier can be
likened to experiencing your favourite genre live on
stage. Precise soundstage and a very balanced tonal
music welcomes anyone on board this beautiful Harrier.
The clarity is top notch, with the high and mid-range
serving clean tunes throughout. And when the time
calls for deeper, heavier tunes, the low end works its
magic to deliver perfect bass. This project caters to all
aspects of the sound spectrum - a work of mobile art
that dispatches good vibes not only during the festive
period, but on a regular basis!
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SYSTEM DIAGRAM
Venom VHR-1
High-Res Player

Venom 4.6 MKII
6ch Amp + Processor

Venom VL1000.1D
Monoblock Amp

Micro Precision
7-5-7 series System
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Venom VX10BD
10 inch SVC Sub-woofer
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Yes, this car was victorious in Heat
2 of EMMA Singapore Championship
2018 in the E1500 category
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Singapore gears up
for EMMA Singapore
Championship National
Finals & Asia Finals 2018

T

he best car audio installers in Singapore will
compete with their competition cars in the
Asia Finals, where the results of seven countries
from the best of Indonesia, Taiwan, The Philippines,
Thailand, China and Malaysia will be collated to
determine the best in the region.
The venue for the finals on Sunday, 25 November
will be at the rooftop of Carros Centre (60 Jln Lam
Huat, Singapore 737869), which is fast proving to
be the preferred venue to hold these large-scale
ICE-related events. Judges for Asia Finals 2018 will
consist of a star-studded, experienced cast from all
around the world, namely Costas Christopolous, Glen
Saitowitz, Genna Litvin, Ricky Sutanto, Edy Susanto,
Wayne Tung, Adison de Ocampo, Jino Bhucksasri,
Diyoy Cabahug, Adrian Malabanan and Nithipatra
Achirapongpakin. Judging will be based on the
official EMMA Rulebook (2018).
Sponsors for the event include Alphard, Audiowave,
Audison, Audible Physics, Boga, Brian, Brax, Dls, Flux,
Focal, German Maestro, Gladen, Genesis, Ground Zero,
Harmotech, Helix, Hertz, Micro Precision, Monster,
Morel, Mosconi, Quartarigo Sinfoni, Rockford Fosgate,
So Audio, STEG, Stp, Tchernov, Top Palace, Wisdom
Holy and Zapco. Preferred dealers include Preferred
Dealers : Action Auto Pte Ltd, Audio Solution Pte
Ltd, Chuan Sing Auto Accessories, Darren Auto
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Accessories & Aircond, Dat’s Auto Pte Ltd, Dimension
Audio, Foon Audio Garage, Han Revolution, New
Generation Autosound Enterprise, ST Audio Master,
Supreme Car Audio Pte Ltd and Xtremez Audio
Accessories.
Other sponsors include Audiotec Fischer (Brax, Helix,
Match), Groundzero, Silent Coat (Asia Main Sponsors)
and Audible Physics, Awave, Steg, Focal, Audison (Asia
Sponsors).
Competitors can partake in two versions of the
event - National Finals competition, as well as Asia
+ National Finals competition. They can complete in
these sub-categories tagged to each version, namely
E 2000, E 3000, E Unlimited, S 4000, S Unlimited, S
OEM, M 5000, M Limited, M Unlimited, M OEM, E 1500,
MM 2.1, Best of Sound, King of Sound and Euro 9000.
While the finals is well underway, fans of Honda will
be in for a treat. One of the biggest car events in
Singapore will occur concurrently - “A Day for Honda”
is a gathering of petrolheads that love the brand. This
will be Singapore’s largest gathering of Hondas.
Watch this space as we bring you a post-event
coverage of EMMA Singapore Championship National
Finals & Asia Finals 2018!
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LOUD STEREO
BRINGS CLEAR
MESSAGE FROM
COURT

Dustin Hamilton was given a conditional discharge and
two years probation after blasting his stereo along the
same stretch of road in the summer of 2017. Prosecutor
David Sissons outlined the complaints against Hamilton.
Sissons said Hamilton has “a competition-level stereo
system,” with the components weighing 1,000 pounds. The
stereo could reach decibel levels in excess of 155 dB.
Sissons read excerpts from several victim impact
statements, where residents of West Saanich Road said
they could feel Hamilton’s stereo thump in their chests.
It shook the floors and walls, rattling dishes and mirrors.
They alleged the sound spooked horses, exacerbated
PTSD symptoms, and kept a child from sleeping. One
complainant said he saw ripples in his coffee cup.
Defence lawyer Ben Lynskey said his client acknowledged
he got defensive, which he attributed to side effects from
prednisone, which treated arthritis in his spine and pelvis.
“He was stuck in pride at the time,” which is why he did
not de-escalate the situation. He said his client expressed
remorse for what happened, particularly for harming
people with young children and animals.
Lowe said she could tell from his body language and
behaviour over the past year that he was remorseful, and
urged him to continue his good behaviour. This is certainly
a bizarre piece of news at least for us locals - we hope this
would not be replicated on local shores!
www.sookenewsmirror.com

EMMA PHILIPPINES LEG 2: BACOLOD
EMMA Philippines made it into the ”City of Smiles”, Bacolod, where
many cars participated in an attempt to have a chance at the 2018
EMMA Asia finals. EMMA Tuning was also out in full force, making
for an enjoyable and friendly competition environment. The next
event will be the Asia Finals on Nov 14, 2018, before the 3rd leg that
will be held at Iloilo on the 8th of December.
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Music is a strong force.
Music can change your life,
Music can start a revolution.
Music can bring you down,
Music can make you understand.

3 Series $968 (2 way Passive)
Strong & Universal

Music can make you laugh.
Music can create a tear.
Music let’s you know.. You are alive!

5 Series $1,488 (2 way Passive)
Wide Range $598 (80mm Midrange)
Wide & Deep Room Information

7 Series $2,368 (2 way Active)
Spectrum of Musical Energy
*Prices include installation and accessories

RCA Interconnect Cable
Pin Point Precision
SQ 0.75M - $358
SQ 1.25M - $378
SQ 1.75M - $398
Speaker Cables
SQ 2.75M - $408
Silver & Copper Dual core
SQ 5M - $468
Price on Application

Micro_precision.indd 1

Z Studio Price on Application
Highest & Most Precise

Z Series $5,868 (2 way Active)
$7,868 (3 way Active)
$2,388 (10” Woofer)
One of the World’s Most Famous

(65) 9272 7878
terence@ice-net.biz | microprecision.de

All Micro Precision products are
manufactured in Germany
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BEHIND THE WHEEL

FULL
ELECTRIC

37

CAN YOU LIVE WITH
IT? POSSIBLY.

HYUNDAI IONIC

So, you’ve gone mad.
We once said the only electric car we would consider getting
are plug-in hybrids (PHEVs), pure EVs. Uh, but we had a dare
in the office and guess who lost.

Why should we consider a fully electric car?
Because the Ioniq Electric has a range of 243km. Of
course, we weren’t not going to mash the accelerator and
experience the “Tesla magic acceleration” - which in the
Ioniq Electric case: 9.9 seconds. Not blazing fast, but instant
acceleration is quite the shocking experience for us.
We also apologize to a random modified Golf GTi on the road
when we made it past the amber light first despite flooring
it at the same time (we definitely can hear the turbo spool).
So yeah, it’s not exactly Tesla-fast, but still fast enough to get
you a ticket for more reasons than just speeding.
In order to acclimatize ourselves to an electric car, we did
exactly what we do in a normal petrol car. Crank the A/C to
25 degrees celsius, leave it in auto, and start driving.

Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor
120hp / 2,850-6,000rpm
295Nm / 1,000-2,850rpm
Single Speed
9.9s
165km/h
11.5kWh/100km
A1
S$141,999
Now (www.hyundaimotors.com.sg)

and back home, plus a lunch session with your colleagues
will consume about 80-90 km. Even if we maxed out the
driving, heading to the gym, and a good post-gym dinner,
the range climbs to 120km.
Of course, if you plan to drive into Malaysia for a holiday,
you should rent a traditional petrol powered car for the trip
instead. No electric car currently can be fully refilled in 10
minutes. Or your could lug along a portable generator which
will charge your car … in 8 hours of so. Yeah nah.

But I hate driving long distances.
Good for you then, you’re going to get the cheapest car
per-km in Singapore. They cost one-sixth the cost of a petrol
sedan to run, per kilometre. With the profusion of solar
energy in future, look to only get cheaper.
Or if you’re one of the lucky few to be living in your own
private property with a charging point, then the Ioniq
Electric will be fine. But we did run into one occasion when a
friend invited us over for a coffee session, and the first thing
we checked was the remaining range. Damn it range anxiety.

Range anxiety much?
For the first few hours, we were constantly checking the
range meter as it drops. Can you blame us? The only other
car we have owned that had a range meter drop so quickly
was a 2.5 litre WRX and that had some extra horsepower
packed inside.

Komoco Motors will send a rescue car should you opps and
run out of electricity halfway, but that is a breakdown in our
eyes and breakdowns are never good. Good thing that SP
Group will build an electric vehicle charging network for
Singapore - meaning it will get easier.

But is 240-ish km enough for everyone? A daily drive to work

Stop talking to the crystal ball. How about now?
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Like most modern Hyundais, the Ioniq Electric is an electric
car that feels just like a normal car. Good materials, feel and
design in the interior. The lack of an engine note is one of the
highlights of electric propulsion, but the Ioniq emits a faint,
hum as soon as you start moving.
The zippy handling and the instant, punchy torque of the
electric motor is definitely enough to deliver a strangely
satisfying driving experience - knowing that you’re just
quietly passing by people, and they pointing at you with
curious stares. Probably worth the $140k you have to splash
out for such exclusivity.
Until you realize that there are already a handful of Ioniq
Electric taxis on the road.

Science experiment or real world practicality?
We would like to think that Hyundai is ahead of the game
here, by introducing cars that you can buy today which
features the technology of tomorrow. Of course, no one
will know what tomorrow brings. Dead Dino Power will be
around for years to come, until we finish every last drop, and
we might just change to corn juice, and maybe by then, a
real Tony Stark will have invented a working Arc Reactor to
power our very own personal suit of armour.
But what is the whole point of the Ioniq Electric? It’s a
challenge to every car maker. Hyundai is throwing down the
gauntlet of making mass-production electric cars a reality.
Not perfect now, but for a perfect tomorrow.
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SUPER
AGENT
Bridgestone’s
S007A field tested

Ian Fleming’s fictional character, James Bond as the central figure for his
works. Also known as “007”, this agent was inspired by the various secret
agents and commandos. In short, he’s the spy superhero.
Ok, so here comes the car connection: This English superspy drives an Aston
Martin, and the Bridgestone Potenza S007A was co-developed alongside the
Aston’s Potenza S007 OE tyre, for use on a wide range of performance cars.
As with any new product, the S007A is designed to perform better than
its predecessor in every way, although Bridgestone claims the biggest
improvements have been made to dry grip, stability in high speed cornering,
and response to driver inputs.
Technical advancements on the S007A include a Kevlar “flipper”, which is a
strip of material that spans the sidewall and tyre bead to reinforce the tyre
interior and prevent excessive movement; chamfered tread block edges to
resist deformation under braking and improve stopping distances; and 3D
M-shaped sipes (little slits) which help the tread block resist deformation
during cornering for added control.

TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

To put these claims to the test, Bridgestone invited us to Sepang Circuit for a
back-to-back comparison between the S001 and S007A across a few exercises.
With the Golf GTi and a 530e iPerformance, we were certain that these cars
are far more apt at delivering a more real world experience than a supercar
(afterall, we certainly don’t have an Aston Martin parked downstairs..)
Given similar cars fitted with the Potenza S007A as well as the Potenza S001
tyres, we were certain that the new tyres exhibited much better grip and
steering characteristics than the outgoing model in the wet. This was the take
away we had after performing high-speed cornering, sharp turns, slaloms, and
sudden evasive maneuvers.
But what about real world conditions, where roads are rough, bumpy and
can be wet and dry within minutes? We fitted a set of the Potenza S007A to a
Hyundai i45, in the OE size of 215/55R17.
After the initial scrub-in period, a slightly firmer ride quality as the tyre
thumps over small bumps on the road. These tyres are amazingly quiet - just
a tad noisier than the Turanza T005A when we hit the highway on a cruise
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mission - an incredible feat for a performance
tyre.
On the street, having a combination of the loads
of grip and an extremely responsive steering
characteristic really stood out. Even with the
race to the yellow turn light, these tyres were
barely fazed by the steering input nor the
hurried pace we tried to enter a corner at.
When it came to fuel economy numbers without
changing our heavy-foot style, the Potenza
S007A, pulls an average of 10.5 km/litre with
a good mix of highway and start-stop driving.
It’s okay on fuel economy but it’s definitely not
sticky enough to make your pockets bleed at the
pumps.
Just as luck would have it, it has been pouring
madly recently as the monsoons rolled into tow.
Wet tarmac is okay as we’ve experienced on
Sepang and on Singapore’s roads. However the
S007A is not a fan of deeper puddles where it
will start to wander a fair bit if you hit one. Wet
grip is certainly enough to cruise under the legal
speed limits, but do watch out when the rain
gets heavy, or if you are driving at slightly faster
speeds, as we shall now explain...
For the ultimate high speed cruise, we took them
up north for a spirited drive to the Malaysian
capital. Even at high speeds, the ride was not as
punishing as purist performance tyres, and they
did not squirm on the “high speed sweepers” -
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continually edging us to push them further until
we got really uncomfortable with the way the
car’s soft suspension (not the tyres) began to
feel in our gut.
As a track tyre - our only hot lap experience
was with the BMW 530e iPerformance, but we
specifically requested to be queued at the back
after everyone had a go. The Potenza S007As
were beginning to feel slightly mushy especially
on the braking segments, tighter / higher speed
turns on the Sepang. It’s noteworthy that these
tyres held up well to over 20 laps of punishment
of a mixed bag of trackies and sporty drivers
without turning into a grease pot by the time it
was our run.
We reckon that these tyres are perfect if you
just want to have one do it all set of tires. Not
everyone wants a jarring stiff ride and loud
noises.The Potenza S007A’s on-road manners
are akin to the max performance oriented tyres,
instant steering feel and a good amount of grip,
with wet performance adequate to keep you out
of danger.
Bridgestone Potenza S007A
The S007A is on sale in Singapore now. There
are 45 sizes available, for rims ranging from 16
to 20 inches in diameter, and in tyre profiles
of 30 to 55. Prices inclusive of GST but without
installation fees start at $156 for a 205/55 R16
tyre, to $430 for a 295/35 R20 piece. Visit www.
Bridgestone.com.sg for more information.
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HIGH RIDER

40

TH E CA R TH AT STARTE D TH E SM AL L
CR OS SO VE R CR AZ E IS BA CK AN D
FA CE LIF TE D-DO ES IT STILL LE AD TH E
PA CK, OR JU ST RU N WITH TH EM?

HONDA HRV 1.5 LX

T

he HR-V has always been a trend leader, but
somehow everyone forgets that’s been the
case for almost two decades.
The first HR-V (‘High Rider revolutionary
Vehicle’) was, in 1999, a car ahead of its time with its
crisp, almost un-rugged lines a new way of looking at a
sport utility vehicle (SUV). Quite telling that it already
pulled the trick all crossovers do now, camoflauguing
the B- and C-pillars with dark colours.
The second-gen model was more fortuitously a
sales leader too, like the Toyota Wish (which is now
dead with a shocking replacement in the form of
the Prius+) it flourished as a PI bargain buy, then as
a nicely-priced, fully-official model as Certificates of
Entitlement (COEs) came back to sane levels.
But who is the Honda HR-V really for?
The second-gen Honda HR-V launched in April 2015,
and Ju-Len, in his infinite ‘wisdom’ said in CarBuyer’s
first review of the model,“...the HR-V is for couples who
haven’t been married long enough to squabble about
minor things like whether the cabin temp should be
23 degrees or 25 degrees.”
Like the new Lexus UX 200, it’s ostensibly aimed at
small families or young couples, but the real answer is,
with crossovers/sporty utility vehicles (SUVs) reaching
close to sedaJns in terms of sales, basically everybody.
There are now SUVs in literally every segment,
from compact (incoming Suzuki Jimny) to super-lux
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1,497cc, inline 4
20bhp at 6600rpm
145Nm at 4600rpm
CVT
11.8 sec
179km/h
5.7L/100km
B/ 129G/km CO2
S$98,999
Now (Kah Motors)

(Porsche Cayenne) and super-super-lux (Rolls-Royce
Cullinan). The SUV wave has been long swelling, but
it was arguably the HR-V that really broke it in here
Singapore at its debut.
In 2018 that wave shows no sign of abating, and
with the HR-V now at the significant three-year-timefor-a-facelift mark, has it remained sharp enough
to occupy the lead pack in the hardest fought,
mainstream small SUV segment?
Honestly, and in Honda’s own words, this is a facelift
so not much has changed mechanically. The styling, at
least, has enjoyed a marked improvement.
The design team’s pulled the usual mid-life facelift
tricks, and the face looks familiar enough, but compare
it closely and you’ll realise the entire front end is quite
different as it’s not simply a case of ‘new-headlightsand-bye-let’s-go-for-sake’.
At launch the 2015 model had plain-old halogens,
and received projector-style LED units a year later, but
now the facelift has ‘new style’ LEDs that look more
akin to the ones on the Honda Civic 1.5 Turbo that has
a sort of herringbone pattern.
The chrome strip surrounding the Honda logo is
more prominent and stretches over the headlights
(Honda ‘Solid Wing Face’, anyone?), the black grille
section below it is re-shaped, with the sections around
the fog-lights also taller, plus a more aggro front
splitter.

Suffice to say, if you’re buying this for new car
recognition, then it’ll be quite obvious to most people.
In contrast, the rear is unchanged though it was
already one of the more pleasing aspects of the HR-V,
with its hidden door handles and coupe-inspired
design.
The fact that the Honda doesn’t compromise
on space for design is still one of our favourite
things about the HR-V. Like the closely-related Jazz
hatchback, it’s slightly staggering how easily five
adults and luggage can fit in the small crossover.
The boot can contain 437-litres of luggage, which
basically gigantic and also class-leading, with Honda’s
Magic Seats you have added flexibility of totally
folding flat, or simply putting the seat bases up to
carry tall objects.
Despite it having a shorter wheelbase than its
arch rival, the Toyota C-HR (2,610mm to 2,640mm),
it’s roomier inside, partially because it feels less
claustrophobic, a compromise the C-HR makes for its
aggressive design.
The cockpit hasn’t changed much, which means
even drivers new to the HR-V won’t get lost. There are
some dashes of elegance in the gloss black climate
controls and infotainment system, a very clever
armrest console that accepts cups, then deepens on
demand to take water bottles. Under the main cockpit
area is another small stowage space with USB, 12V and
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A SWIFT
KICK

41

THE NEW SUZUKI
SWIFT IS FINALLY IN
SINGAPORE, AND ITS
FRISKY PERSONALITY
PROVES THAT YOU
DON’T HAVE TO SPEND
A BOMB TO HAVE A
BLAST IN A CAR

SUZUKI SWIFT 1.0 BOOSTERJET

O

h goody, no one’s looking. Full throttle... then hard
on the brakes, a couple of tugs on the gearshift
paddle to drop two, crank the wheel to the right
and feel the tyres load up, then feed the power
back in while the steering straightens up… Boy, the Suzuki
Swift is a hoot, and the best part of it all is that you can get
up to playful shenanigans without ridiculous numbers
appearing on the speedo.
Suzuki calls this the third-generation Swift, even
though there have been at least five generations that I
can remember, and in Singapore we’ve long known the
nameplate since the 1980s as a byword for honest-togoodness affordability and fun.
But the main thing here is, it’s new and very much
improved over its predecessor, and hasn’t lost its sense
of fun.
Here’s the basic recipe: five doors (with five seats), a
1.0-litre turbocharged three-cylinder and a six-speed auto.
The packaging has been revised, so the Swift is actually ever
so slightly shorter than before (10mm to be precise) but
has a longer wheelbase (by 20mm). It’s also wider (40mm)
and the boot is significantly bigger: now it’ll carry 268-litres,
which is a whopping 58-litre increase.
Is it practical? Actually, yes. There’s a surprising amount of
headroom in the back, and the front never feels cramped.
Instead there’s a sense of airiness about the Swift, even
though it obviously isn’t a big car (or even a medium one,
since it’s a compact hatch in the league of cars like the
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998cc, inline 3, turbocharged 9
110hp /550rp2
160Nm /1700 to 400rpm
6-speed automatic
10.00 sec
190km/h
5.7/100km
C1/ 132g/km
$78900 w COE
Now (Champions Motor)

Nissan Note). The rear seats fold, so you’ll be able to carry a
meaningful amount of stuff as long as the family isn’t in tow.
You sit lower in this model than in the previous one, which
adds a bit to the sense of a jolly time behind the wheel, and
the main instruments are pretty sportily designed.
Otherwise, there’s a basic feel to the Suzuki; the cabin
plastics are hard, all the storage bins are unlined, and though
the sound system has iPod compatibility and Bluetooth
connectivity (not to mention, steering wheel buttons), its
display is a rudimentary mono-color one.
There’s an auto air-con system but it’s a single-zone one,
and there’s no storage console between the front seats.
Most of the buttons aren’t back-lit, which means you’ll grope
around for them a bit when it’s dark, and the wipers are
manual — now there’s something we haven’t seen in a while.
The one area in which it’s well-equipped is safety; you get
six airbags and a stability control system.
The latter makes it significantly harder to crash a Swift,
while the former greatly improves your chances of surviving
if you do manage to louse it all up somehow.
For eighty big ones (the Swift cost S$78,900 with COE
when we went to print), you’re obviously going to be able
to buy more car than this, meaning something bigger, more
powerful and feature-packed.
For that, you can give partial thanks to the pollution police,
who have slapped a S$10,000 surcharge onto the Swift.
But it’s doubtful you’ll find anything as fun.
On paper the Swift doesn’t sound that promising, with 0 to

100km/h taking 10 seconds, but didn’t anyone ever tell you
that numbers aren’t everything? If not, we’re telling you now.
The Suzuki accelerates with an infectious zest that makes it
feel light on its feet, and there’s a thrummy burble from the
three-cylinder engine to intensify the sense of urgency.
Mind you, the flipside of that is that the Swift could never
be described as a quiet car. The engine is a bit vibey at idle,
too, though it does smoothen out as you rev it.
But it’s the Suzuki’s essential agility that stands out as its
dominant trait. It tips the scales at well under a tonne, and
so it has a sort of built-in willingness to dart around. The
tyres don’t confer a huge amount of cornering grip, but at
the same time it’s nice to encounter a car that isn’t all about
g-forces; instead, the Suzuki bounds around bends in a way
that doesn’t feel like it’s leaning heavily on its rubbers and
chewing them up.
The low weight does contribute to a busy, jittery ride, but
the Swift isn’t an uncomfortable car to be in, by any means,
and still superior to an average crossover in that regard.
Indeed, by now it should be well clear that the Suzuki Swift
offers a clear proposition: a reasonable amount of practicality
laced with plenty of fun behind the wheel, at the expense of
some creature comfort.
It’s obvious that some cars deliver more metal for similar
money (the Kia Cerato is our top pick at the moment), but if
your desires at this budget are more about enjoyment than
anything else, put the Swift on you shortlist. It’s a car you can
have tremendous fun in without carrying on too swiftly
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MOTORSPORTS

SUPER
SPORTS DAY

ACMA GYMKHANA-MANIA

TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS MANUFACTURERS

No rain shall ever dampen the spirit. The first
ever ACMA Gymkhana-Mania, saw many of the
local motorsports enthusiasts gather at the The
Grandstand South Car Park for dose of adrenaline on
18 November 2018.

This is definitely a welcoming sight to see new
faces lining up with battle-hardened vets of the
motorsports community, including a 73-year old who
has been racing for 50 years, raced his classic Mini in
the event!

The event was motivated by the shortage as well
as the high cost of hosting motorsports events in
Singapore. In view of the difficulties, ACMA sought to
bring a different flavour of gymkhana at an affordable
price to the local motorsports community.

The Newbie class welcomed drivers who are
inexperienced in gymkhana events. He/she may
have witnessed, have basic understanding of
gymkhana events, or have taken part in other forms
of motorsports.

Organized by ACMA Engineering Works & Trading
Pte Ltd, this exciting event liven up the local scene
with entry fees from as low as S$100 for newbie
class drivers, while drivers entering in other classes
(Freshman and Master) are at S$150. There were a
total of seven vehicle/driver classes to cater to all
drivers and cars alike.

Freshman and Master catered for those who have
more experience in gymkhana and the organizer
sorted them according into the two classes to their
skill level, with Master being the highest.
Sponsored by Isuzu, Motormech, Whiteline, Hyper
Tyre, Hankook, Energizer, OWS, Starlight Stainless

Steel, GoPro, VP Racing/ Best Chemical Co (S), HKS
Garage R SG, SGCarmart, GEnergy, ARIS Pacific and
Lightseekers SG, this event also featured the Monster
Energy preferred drink, and they were on fuel up the
participants and spectators with Monster Energy in
various flavours!
The competition format was fast and easy. All
participants will not be given any practice runs but
they were given three times per run for the two
layouts (SS 1 and SS 2). When time and weather
permitted, more timed runs allowances were be given
for all participants
The fastest timing of each layout will be taken as the
final result - by doing so, it reduced the waiting time
for participants to form up for two separate practice
and timed runs. The final placing will be determined
by the fastest combined time for each competitor.
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The day’s proceedings concluded with participants
and spectators taking away a new and fresh
motorsports experience. Ending on a very positive
note, this is paving the way for more exciting events
to come!
More than just general maintenance, ACMA
Engineering Works & Trading also provides minor
repair services, such from absorber and wheel
bearing replacement, as well as gasket and oil
seal replacement. Fully staffed by Singaporean
mechanics, ACMA has a diverse service and product
folio to serve all drivers.
To find out more about ACMA Engineering Works &
Trading Pte Ltd, you can call 90994321 / 67107654,
or visit www.acma.sg.
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Harbouring Dreams
LIKE US
OOK!
ON FACEB
facebook.com/harbourvillehotel

512 Kampong Bahru Road
Singapore 099448
+65 6271 2771
contact @ harbourvillehotel.com
www.harbourvillehotel.com
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alcoholiday
@ALCOHOLIDAY

SHOE CLEANSER
JASON MARKK
BANDTEES
FLORAL SHIRTS
NIRVANA
THRASHER
KAPPA

@ALCOHOLIDAYSTORE

Life is short,
make every
outfit count

+
8 Grange Road, Cineleisure #02-01 S(239695)
+

200 Victoria Street, Bugis Junction #03-10D S(188021)
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Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!

MOPHIE MAGIC
Reliability is key when it comes to portable chargers. Mophie
knows how to tackle this in a safe, yet efficient manner. Its new
Charge Stream Powerstations can charge devices wirelessly. And
it can be charged wireless, too! The Wireless has a 6,040mAh
capacity and the Wireless XL has a 10,000mAh capacity. A
USB-A port can output 10W to charge a laptop, while your Qienabled device charges wirelessly. Sounds like an effective cable
management solution!

MASTER RACE
The MasterBox MB511 RGB by Cooler Master has an edge-to-edge tempered
glass side panel, which is pretty much what most manufacturers will engage in
nowadays to allow users to appreciate internal components. Massive intakes on
each side of the front panel keeps the system cool. According to Cooler Master,
the large side intakes were inspired by the design of fast cars, and they do give
the chassis a more aggressive look. REV approves! Three 120mm RGB LED fans at
the front comes as standard with the product. These can be controlled using the
included RGB controller. Cooler Master says it will work with motherboards from
ASUS, Gigabyte, MSI, and ASRock. Tempted, yet?

SMART CREATION
Creative’s SXFI Amp could very well change your perception of mobile audio
appreciation. It is a compact USB amplifier that will support high-resolution
audio files of up to 24-bit/96KHz. Capable of driving headphones of up to 600
ohms despite its compact size, the SXFI Amp uses Creative Super X-Fi Headphone
Holography, a combination of hardware and software solutions to replicate
the sound of listening to speakers through headphones. Can this make all the
difference? We’ll let you decide!
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DYNAMIC ART
M.A.D.Gallery has introduced “Dynamic Structures,” a collection
of six pieces by Willem van Weeghel, a Dutch artist known for his
modern interpretations of kinetic art. Each animated composition
transforms moving elements into bold patterns teetering in the
electric space between order and chaos. It is housed in its Geneva
location (October 18th, 2018 – February 6th, 2019). “Willem
van Weeghel is the epitome of why our gallery exists,” says Max
Büsser, founder of the M.A.D.Gallery and kinetic art enthusiast.
“Willem’s work is not only visually mesmerizing: most visitors,
me included, are constantly wondering how it works. Outsidethe-box creativity, enormous talent, state-of-the-art engineering,
thousands of hours of skilled work, and at the end a pure object
of beauty.”

ULTRA STORAGE
Western Digital has announced a new hard disk drive, packing a whopping 15TB
of storage. The new Ultrastar DC HC620 HDD is like most of Western Digital’s
mega-capacity HDDs, but the Ultrastar DC HC620 isn’t targeted purely at
consumers. Instead, it was designed for enterprise customers, specifically those
looking to cram as much as storage in as little space as possible while keeping
total cost of ownership low. But we still find it cool if you could somehow land
your hands on one, and bid farewell to cloud storage at least for now!

MULTI ANGLE ACTION
The One X by Insta360 is a 5.7K (30 fps) 360 camera, which also offers 50 fps (4K)
and 100 fps (3K) shooting modes. so you can slow down key moments and keep
the rest of the action smooth. Its “FlowState” stabilisation gives you buttery smooth
video without the need of external gimbals. A new “TimeShift” feature lets you adjust
the speed of different parts of a clip, too. Hyperlapse or slow key moments are also
included. Insta360 has also introduced a “Drifter” dart that you can attach to the One
X. With the dart, the camera will capture video right from the midst of the action,
allowing unique footage that would be tough to replicate from less portable devices.
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THE ULTIMATE
DRIVING HOLIDAY!

THE EPIC
DRIVE
In June of this year, my family embarked on a trip to Thailand
and the destination of Koh Samui. We had never travelled so far
north away from home with the closest being a car ferry crossing
to Langkawi via Kuala Perlis in 2015. Having convinced the wife
that a 10 day road trip to Siam would be fun and safe, I am writing
this from a first person perspective hoping that it will allow many
other people to face their fear of the unknown and just go for an
unforgettable solo driving trip with their own daily driven vehicle.
To me, cars are meant to be used and driven, more so with a 10 year
COE tagged to every local car.
This Thailand adventure versus any trip to West Malaysia has major
differences. Just in case things didn’t work out and the car broke
in Langkawi for example, it could still be repaired or towed back to
Singapore. Thailand is different, a foreign language, unfamiliarity
with import and customs clearance, vehicle insurance and accident
coverage are just a few concerns of mine. We had been to Phuket
via flight many years back but it was overcrowded with tourists,
so Krabi, HuaHin and Koh Samui were explored. Ultimately it was
the draw of Koh Samui’s full moon parties, being relatively off the
beaten path, the gorgeous beaches and reading a certain 2009
thread from a local BMW forum that inspired this journey.
Planning started astutely about 3 months prior to this. Research was
done on crossing the border into Thailand at Bukit Kayu Hitam and
I even explored a detour via Yala province on the return trip back
to Malaysia to visit the communist tunnels at Piyamit in Betong. In
terms of getting to the island of Koh Samui, the most crucial part
was making the 12noon car ferry from Donsak pier in Surat Thani
province. This was the only way to get to the island so the driving
part hinged on this ferry crossing. What was initially planned as a
12 day trip had to be cut short due to some family emergency at
home. We delayed the start till Wednesday 6th June and made it
back on 14th June, the day before Hari Raya. Below is the abridged
chronology of events that appeared on my facebook posts during
that period plus some photos attached. Pardon the short forms and
colloquialisms.

June 5th 2018 Tuesday

Supposed to leave over the weekend but I had to delay due to some
issues on the homefront. Turned out to be a blessing in disguise,
the alternator was on its last legs and started groaning in agony
on Saturday night. Got it fixed with a brand new one today and its
firing nicely now. I actually thought the conrod bearing gave up
inside my EJ25 engine thus causing that spinning sound.
The oil got changed out to the Ducatus 10w-60 PAO for the long
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trek up north, RoamingMan mobile hotspot got delivered to the
house a few days back, travel insurance done, ringgit and baht
changed and the Thai customs forms TM2/TM3 all filled and in
duplicate.
Ready for Koh Samui.

June 7th Thursday - Day 1&2
About 9 years ago in 2009 i read about these 3 cars that travelled to
Koh Samui. So all credit goes to them actually. Here’s the link:
https://www.bmw-sg.com/for…/threads/trip-to-koh-samui.26677/
Broke the trip up north into 2 parts with a night in Alor Setar then
a dawn deliberate entry into Thailand the next day. Nothing much
going up, had BKT in Klang, visited the Design Village Outlet near
Penang which is not very good in my humble opinion. Found the
“keymaster” uncle at Gurun R&R Caltex who typed out everything
for me for RM88. This included the whitecards, compulsory 3rd
party insurance plus my own add on comprehensive cover for the
WRX. He even told me what to do with the TM2/TM3 forms and my
LTA car registration copy when clearing the border the next day.
I figured that I rather get the paperwork done the previous day than
to stumble around filling my own whitecard the next morning. The
Caltex uncle was spot on in his paperwork, it was a very smooth
crossing the following morning. I hit the border at 6:45am when
it opened, Malaysia side crossing was as per normal like Tuas/
Woodlands checkpoints. Thailand was more complicated. At the
Thai passport booth everyone had to get out of the car to have their
pictures taken on the webcam. Passports, TM2, TM3 were chopped
and returned. Next up I had to park and do the customs declaration
to “import” the car. The counter girl keys in the data from the LTA
registration printout and then I had to sign it, then a customs officer
signs and returns to me the precious import form. With this, I could
then drive through the customs clearance lane with the duty officer
taking a look at the printout. I was done by 7:10am (6:10am Thai
time) and off along the road bypassing Hatyai and onto Donsak.
The Thai highways have no police patrol (I didn’t see any) but there
are U-turn lanes at regular intervals. Needed to be always on the
lookout for the motorbikes and dogs that stray out. Hit Donsak ferry
pier by 11am local time, boarded and the ship left on the dot at
12noon.
Still pumped by the whole drive cos it’s always exciting doing things
for the first time.
Checked into the hotel at 3pm.
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June 8th Friday - Day 3
Woke up to a nice brekkie by the beach. The hotel also gave my car special
parking beside the guardhouse so I’m quite assured the WRX won’t go
missing.
Went searching for Na Muang waterfall in the southern part of the island
and topo’ed through the rocks to find a spot to strip and go for a dip.
Refreshing and cold.
We were on the way up to Bophut Fisherman’s village and it was very
uneasy to see the amount of bikers that choose to ride sans helmet.
Maybe i think too much. That picture with the mum with the toddler
riding in the rain, that’s a big no no for me.
Up north, Bophut is a quaint little hippy-esque village with lots of
handicrafts and trinkets which the wifey likes. Food is good and the long
island iced tea even more potent! Wanted another glass but decided
against it.
Night time, the main street at Chaweng where we stay comes alive and
is quite happening. Going back to the same mango sticky rice shop
again tonight. It is that good. Just a loud and busy street with live bands
everywhere and storeowners hawking their wares. Can’t imagine when
they have full moon parties every 15th and 30th of the lunar calendar
month, must be a crazy place to be in.
Till tomorrow.....

June 10th Sunday - Day 4&5.
Always a joy to watch God’s creation. Sometimes we take it for granted
that the sun rises in the east every single day of our entire life.
The back is red from the scorching sun, but I got to build my sandcastle
complete with moat and irrigation channel. It is somewhere there on
the sand bank. Soft surf, clear waters and powdered sand on the sea bed
allows me to wade out 70m for great views of the entire Chaweng beach. I
was able to still stand in the water at that distance away from the beach.
Junior took ill yesterday and we popped by the Samui International
Hospital to see the doctor, get a jab and some medicine. I totally believe in
travel insurance and getting the family covered, just in case things of this
sort happens.
They sell bottles of gasoline by the roadside for the motorbikes. Don’t
know what kind of moonshine they put inside, but in any case I just pour
in octane boosters to be on the safe side when I pump 95RON at the Thai
gas stations.
We leave for Hatyai after breakfast today afte

June 11th Monday - Day 5&6.
Left yesterday after breakfast on Sunday and had to wait a bit at the pier
for the 12noon ferry. The drive down was smooth and I chose the longer
central Asian Highway 2 route which is really long and straight. Set the
cruise control and after an hour it’s still as straight and never ending as
ever.
Still dying to try that E85 ethanol corn oil. Read so much about it on the
US Subaru forums. But in the end I still pumped 95RON plus a bottle of
octane booster.
Got into Centara Hatyai by 7pm. Dinner at Washington restaurant and we
met up with the wife’s childhood friend who was also there with family on
holiday.
The market this morning is reminiscent of Clarke Quay/Boat Quay in my
younger days. The cashew nuts at KimYong market is cheap. For me, it was
the steamed roadside kaya buns that I liked. Delicious.
Dimsum was not too bad, 20baht each for each dim sum dish, that’s s$1 a
dish. Eyeing that salted vegetable pork soup next door. Maybe tomorrow.
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June 12th Tuesday - Day 7.
Quite a breeze crossing back into Malaysia. Checked out 8:15am Thai
time (9:15am Malaysia) and drove an hour down to the border at Sadao.
The immigration booth looks spanking new and as usual everyone gets
off to get their faces scanned. Malaysia side requires double index finger
scanning so i had to get out as well. Set the clock forward an hour and we
set off to KL at 10:45am.
Met up with a convoy of supercars returning from a trip to Koh Lanta, they
had their trip stickers plastered prominently on the doors. They were fast
but they had to refuel more often. The Thailand fuel took us to Taiping
where the WRX finally topped up with Petronas 97, her favourite choice of
gasoline. I remembered a friend telling me to try the duck drumstick soup
in Bidor so i finally did. There’s quite a few shops, so we settled for the
coffeeshop beside the Caltex in the town centre. Good stuff really.
By 4:30pm it was back to Klang and my in-laws and topping up the
fluids at home. Popped in a can of Ducatus valve&injector cleaner just
to be on the safe side from all that Thai 95RON gasoline. The methanol
unbelievably I used only 4 litres for the entire week. Guess I never boosted
much up north.
Every barang barang is out of the car now. Going to get the car washed
and interior vacuumed and polished today. Sad to see her so dirty.

June 14th Thursday - Day 8 & 9.
Back home at noon today. Clocked in at almost 3000km on the tripmeter.
The spoils of war- Onitsuka Tigers from Mitsui outlet and a rare H&M tee
shirt that I picked up last week at their outlet in Alor Setar. I have that
same New Order album in the glove box and listen to it regularly.
To drive long distance we must have True Faith.
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VegasGlitz&Glory

A

lmost every motoring enthusiast would
have heard of the Specialty Equipment
Market Association (SEMA) show. Held
annually in Las Vegas, the enormous trade
show is where manufacturers unveil their latest
offerings, while buyers, distributors and members
of the press walk their feet off to see it all. With the
growing popularity of car tuning, the public still
can get their yearly gassing with the SEMA show’s
non trade-related exhibitions.

aftermarket segment, free scanning tools were
available to help connect buyers with products
and exhibiting companies..
More than aftermarket parts and services, the
show featured other automotive events such
as the Hoonigan display, featuring Hoonigan
cast and vehicles, along with gaming battles on
twin simulators, the infamous Scumbug Guild in
the BFGoodrich Garage and performances like
burnouts and donuts.

The show variety includes almost everything
related to motoring - restyling accessories,
automotive organizers to engine parts,
restoration supplies, street-rod components and
safety enhancements.

Polaris invited show attendees to hop into the
passenger seat of the Slingshot, with a professional
driver providing a joyride through a drift course.
The Slingshot is a three-wheeled roadster powered
by a GM Ecotec 2.4L DOHC four-cylinder engine
and delivers 173 hp by way of a five-speed manual
transmission.

The core of the show is about the education
and networking seminars, special events and
interactive experiences. This year, The Quad,
powered by SEMA Education offered a space for
attendees to learn about careers, professional
development, student programs, search for jobs
and obtain career resources.

Continental provided attendees with a chance to
feel the performance of their newest sport tires
with a drifting demonstration. The Continental Tire
booth had a live DJ and several show car builds by
the hottest car builders.

The New Products Showcase is the most visited
destination at the SEMA Show for buyers and
media. With the latest products to hit the
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The Hot Wheels Legends 50th Anniversary Tour,
the world’s largest traveling car show, brought 15
outrageous finalists to the SEMA Show, where the
winner was inducted into the Hot Wheels Legends

Hall of Fame alongside Hot Wheel’s own first streetlegal supercar, the HW50.
Extending the action, the OPTIMA Street Car
Alley featured more than 80 of OPTIMA Batteries’
Ultimate Street Car Invitational competitors.
Spectator tickets to the Ultimate Street Car
Invitational will be available at the display, and
OPTIMA Ultimate Street Car entrants kicked off the
SEMA Cruise, and lead the parade to SEMA Ignited.

A

Directly following the closing of the SEMA Show on
Friday, the SEMA Cruise featured the SEMA Show
display vehicles driven out on a public parade,
providing an up-close photo opportunity for the
public to see the customized rides displayed at
trade-only show. The Cruise culminates at SEMA
Ignited, the official after-party of the SEMA Show.
The public is welcome to SEMA Ignited, where the
spirit of the aftermarket love cumulates with food,
entertainment, Formula Drift demonstrations,
SEMA Show vehicles and more. This also gave the
public a chance to mingle with the people behind
some of the biggest names in the industry, a rare
opprtunity which keeps them coming back year
after year!
The next SEMA Show will be held from 5 to 8
November 2019.
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early 3,000 products were entered into the 16 different
Showcase categories to be considered for a SEMA New
Product Awards this year. Winners were selected based
on a variety of factors that included superiority of innovation,
technical achievement, quality and workmanship, consumer
appeal and marketability, and more.

MERCHANDISING DISPLAY

INTERIORACCESSORYPRODUCT

EXTERIORACCESSORYPRODUCT

ENGINEERED NEW PRODUCT

The New Product Award Winners are:

COLLISIONREPAIR&REFINISHPRODUCT

FRESH NEW
GEAR WINS
N

2 Runner Up: Bonding Solutions,
Like90 Gun Cleaner

2 Winner: ITW Evercoat, OPTEX Color Changing Body Filler and Putty

2 Runner Up: Scangrip, NOVA-UV S

2 Winner: Flaming River Industries Inc., VDOG variable angle gear

2 Runner Up: Holley/MSD, Racepak CL2 OBD2 & EFI Cloud/
Mobile Based Data System

2 Runner Up: QA1, MOD Series Shock

2 Winner: Lund International, AVS Aeroskin LightShield Hood Protector

2 Runner Up: ORACLE Lighting, ORACLE Lighting Vector Series
Grill for the Jeep Wrangler JL

2 Runner Up: Steelcraft, Stubby Jeep Bumper

2 Winner: Speed Dawg Shift Knobs, Dodge Drag Pack 1320 Racing Stripe Shift Knob

2 Runner Up: Lock’er Down Security Products,
EXxtreme Console Safe

2 Runner Up: Intellitronix, 1967-1972 Chevy Truck
Direct Replacement Analog Gauge Cluster

2 Winner: Dee Zee Inc., Rotary Running Board Display

2 Runner Up: Putco, Tec Rail POP Display

2 Runner Up: Cooper Tire, w AT3 360 Interactive Display
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PERFORMANCE-STREETPRODUCT

PERFORMANCE-RACINGPRODUCT

PACKAGING DESIGN

OFF-ROAD/4-WHEELDRIVEPRODUCT MOBILEELECTRONICSPRODUCT
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2 Winner: AAC, Trigger 4 Plus

2 Runner Up: Kicker, KEY 180.4

2 Runner Up: Daystar Products,
Daystar GMRS Radio Kit for JK Wrangler

2 Winner: Rancho/DynoMax, Rancho JL Wrangler Sport Suspension System

2 Runner Up: Rock-Slide Engineering,
Next Generation Step Slider

2 Runner Up: BODYGUARD,
18+ Jeep JL Full Width Front Bumper

2 Winner: Pedal Commander,
Pedal Commander Performance Throttle Response Controller

2 Runner Up: Mishimoto,
Carbon Fiber Baffled Catch Can Packaging

2 Runner Up: Surly Soap, Soap Infused Hand Cleaner

2 Winner: ProCharger Supercharger Systems,
ProCharger CrankDrive™ Supercharger Gear Drive

2 Runner Up: QA1, MOD Series Shock

2 Runner Up: QA1, Carbon Fiber Sway Bar

2 Winner: Turbosmart, Kompact-EM Universal Blow Off Valve

2 Runner Up: Dakota Digital,
HDX Universal Competition Analog Instruments

2 Runner Up: Livernois Motorsports & Engineering,
DOD/AFM system failure prevention kit for
Gen4 GM LS series engines
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VAN/PICKUP/
WHEELANDRELATEDPRODUCT SPORT-UTILITY PRODUCT

TOOLS&EQUIPMENTPRODUCT TIRE AND RELATED PRODUCT

STREETROD/CUSTOMCARPRODUCT
POWERSPORTS PRODUCT
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2 Winner: Warn Industries Inc., VRX 45-S

2 Runner Up: Race Sport Lighting,
Race Sport Lighting Voltage Gauge Display

2 Runner Up: Dynojet Research, Power Vision

2 Winner: Flaming River Industries Inc., VDOG variable angle gear

2 Runner Up: Wilwood Disc Brakes,
Compact Tandem Master Cylinder

2 Runner Up: Dakota Digital,
RTX 55-57 Chevy Car Instruments

2 Winner: Cooper Tire, Cooper Discoverer AT3 4S

2 Runner Up: Continental Tire, Continental Viking Contact 7

2 Runner Up: Mickey Thompson Tires & Wheels, Baja Pro X

2 Winner: Newarc Tech LLC, NewArc SRS-3 Portable Wheel Straightening System

2 Runner Up: Towtector/AaLadin, UNDERCARRIAGE CLEANER

2 Runner Up: Rhino Metals Inc., IWTC6534D

2 Winner: Brandmotion, Radar Blind Spot System with Cross Traffic Detection

2 Runner Up: Air Lift Co., Wireless One EZ mount

2 Runner Up: TITAN Fuel Tanks,
XXL Direct Replacement Fuel Tank

2 Winner: Wheel Pros, Asanti Wheels AB-816

2 Runner Up: The Wheel Group/Wheel-1,
TR75 (Style No. 3275) 20x9 Brushed/Dark Tint

2 Runner Up: APR, B&M Racing, Dinan,
Flowmaster & Hurst Performance,
APR S01 Forged Wheels (20x9 - Silver/Machined)
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Subscribe

SUBSCRIBE TO TOPGEAR SINGAPORE &

SAVE UP TO 17%!
Sign up for 12 ISSUES
and receive

Sign up for 24 ISSUES
and receive

OR

TWO
ISSUES
FREE!

FIVE
ISSUES
FREE!

YOU CAN ALSO SUBSCRIBE TO TOPGEAR SINGAPORE THROUGH:
www.topgear.com/sg
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
$90 FOR 12 ISSUES + 2 ISSUES FREE
$180 FOR 24 ISSUES + 5 ISSUES FREE
YOUR DETAILS

(must be completed)

NAME ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
DATE OF BIRTH... ....................................................................... MALE

FEMALE

ADDRESS .........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
POSTAL CODE ................................................................................................................
TELEPHONE NUMBER .................................................................................
EMAIL ADDRESS ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
OCCUPATION.................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................... ............
MAKE & MODEL OF YOUR CAR.................................................................................................................................................................................................
PLEASE KINDLY INDICATE WHICH ISSUE YOU WOULD LIKE TO START FROM # ...................................................................................................

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE
Please make cheques in Singapore Dollars payable to:

BIG BANG MEDIA PTE LTD
BANK .....................................................................................................
CHEQUE NUMBER ................................................................................

GREAT REASONS TO SUBSCRIBE
• Save up to 17% on the shop price
• Free delivery direct to your door
• Never miss an issue
• Plus: exclusive, subscriber-only offers and discounts
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NUMBER OF ISSUES : 12 MONTHS

24 MONTHS

MAIL THIS FORM AND YOUR CHEQUE TO:
BIG BANG MEDIA PTE LTD
220 Tagore Lane #04-01
Liberty Warehouse
Singapore 787600
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: This offer is open to residents of Singapore only.
Big Bang Media Pte Ltd, the publishers of TopGear Singapore Edition, respect your privacy, and we
would like to contact you from time to time with special offers and information that we think will be of
interest to you. Please tick here if you would prefer not to receive these special offers [ ].
Occasionally we may pass your details to carefully selected partners whose products we think will be of
interest to you. Please tick here if you would prefer not to receive these offers [ ].
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JESS HANG

Jess is no stranger to high perform
ance motoring. A familiar
face in the motoring events, she roc
ks on both two and fo
Jess is no stranger to high perform
ance motoring. A familiar
face in the motoring events, she roc
ks on both two and four
wheels! Fueled by the passion to exp
lore, she loves to travel to
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Scan here for more
Jess content!
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